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I. INTRODUCTION

Stimulated by the experimental observation of very low (;< 3 eV) temperatures

in the divertors of tokamaks[1,2], there has been much interest in studying experi-

mentally the recombination of the plasma ions and electrons within the magnetically

confined plasma. Typically this phenomenon is called 'volume recombination', to

distinguish it from recombination which occurs at the material surfaces. In a very

general sense, if volume recombination fully removed the ion flux to divertor plates, a

condition of complete insulation of plasma from the material walls of its containment

vessel would have been achieved. Such a condition is significant, since it means that

a multi-keV plasma has been effectively insulated from the walls which surround it,
and its enormous heat efflux has been distributed more uniformly on the surfaces via

radiation. In a more specific sense, the 'insulation' provided by volume recombina-

tion results in a reduced ion flux to the divertor plates, which is accompanied by an

even greater reduction in energy flux. The energy carried by a neutral to the plate

is ~2 Ti, while for an ion it is ~5 Tj plus the 13.6 eV of potential energy implicit in

an ion-electron pair. This difference reduces both the target heat load and physical

sputtering.

Low divertor-plasma temperatures are achieved under 'detached' [3,4] and/or

highly radiating conditions. Modelling has shown that recombination should be sig-

nificant in these divertor plasmas, and that it is potentially responsible for removing

a large fraction of the ion flux [4-9]. The first experimental measurements of signifi-

cant volume recombination in a tokamak divertor were made on Alcator C-Mod[10,11]

where its quantitative signature was found in the emission spectrum of D0 , and where

the ion sink due to recombination was found to be comparable to the ion loss to the

plates. Experimental spectroscopic evidence for recombination in the divertor plasmas

of ASDEX-Upgrade[12], DIII-D[13], and JET[14] now exists as well. Measurements

on linear devices[15,16] have also shown the importance of recombination in simu-

lations of plasma detachment. However, considerably more detail is required of the

observations, and more quantitative comparisons with models are required before the

models can be used to predict the conditions which might exist in a dissipative di-

vertor of a fusion reactor. In particular, of the many questions still to be answered

about the various phenomena occurring in a divertor, it is important to determine:
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1. the scaling and spatial distribution of the recombination,

2. the importance of the trapping of Ly,3 line emission on recombination,

3. the importance of Molecular Activated Recombination (MAR) [17-20,16].

It is the purpose of this paper to address these issues by studying the divertor

plasma of the Alcator C-Mod Tokamak. Alcator C-Mod can produce high density

(n.*vr*o ' 1021 m- 3), detached discharges with reactor-like Scrape-Off-Layer (SOL)

power flows (q11 ; 500 MW/M 2 ), and thus provides an ideal experiment for the study

of these phenomena. This paper will also present an analysis technique which sim-

plifies the evaluation of the total 3-body and radiative recombination rate using the

intensities of the Balmer series lines. This technique relates the number of recombi-

nations to the number of photons within a given Balmer series line for a recombining

plasma.

II. CONCEPTUAL APPROACH AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Recombination of the majority ion species in a tokamak divertor can occur in

three ways:

1. radiative recombination D+ + e -~D 0 + h,

2. 3-body recombination: D+ + e + e -*Do* + e, and

3. Molecular Activated Recombination (MAR) [17-20], whose multiple pathways re-

quire the presence of vibrationally excited hydrogenic molecules, D2 (v), i.e.

" D2 (v) + e -+D 0 + D-, followed by D- + D+ -DO + DO*, and

* D2 (v) + D+ -D+ + DO, followed by D+ + e -+DO + DO*,

where Do* means that the atom is typically in an excited state.

In today's medium- to high-density tokamaks, the first process, although impor-

tant for diagnostic purposes, is the primary recombination pathway only at temper-

atures > 4eV when ionization, not recombination, will dominate. The latter two

processes are predicted to be important at temperatures below -2 eV and in the 1-3

eV range, respectively. Both 3-body recombination and MAR typically leave a recom-

bined atom in an excited state, which can subsequently either decay to the ground
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state or re-ionize. In most of the cases of relevance to tokamaks, the decay to the

ground state will occur by photon emission. For this reason, the study of recombina-

tion is possible through the spectroscopy of hydrogenic line emission. It also calls for

a distinction between those recombinations which end with an atom in the ground

state, something we will call a 'complete' recombination, and those which re-ionize.

Only 'complete' recombinations will be significant in the ionization/recombination

balance in tokamaks.

For the determination of the 'complete' recombination rates in Alcator C-Mod,
measurements of the Balmer and Lyman series lines of DO are used. Because

the Balmer lines occur in the visible and the Lyman lines appear in the vacuum-

ultraviolet, the spatial coverage of Balmer series measurements is much more exten-

sive. The cross-section of the Alcator C-Mod device, the magnetic reconstruction of

a typical diverted, lower single-null discharge, and the different diagnostic views used

in this study are shown in Fig. 1. The visible measurements are made using a spec-

trometer which records spectra from multiple fibers, each with a different view of the

plasma. Additional D,. measurements are made using two interference-filter-based

diode arrays[21]. A description of the visible spectrometer and the calibrations can

be found in Ref. [10]. The Lyman series measurements were made with a grazing in-

cidence spectrometer with a spectral resolution of ~.18 nm at 100 nm. For this work

its line-of-sight passed just over the X-point and viewed the inner divertor above the

inner strike point, the 'inner nose view' as shown in Fig. 1. Another visible view has

been aligned to view along the grazing incidence instrument's sight line and to have

nearly the same footprint[22].

The discharges examined in this report had plasma currents of 0.8 or 1.0 MA,

< 3. 1020 m- 3 , PicpR < 1.6 MW and both L- and H-mode energy confinement. (A

description of the general machine operation can be found elsewhere [23].) It is an

experimental observation that the inner divertor plate is almost always in a detached

state as soon as C-Mod discharges are diverted. At high densities and/or low SOL

power flows, the outer divertor also detaches[24]. This transition is characterized by

a large drop in ion current, plasma pressure, and electron temperatures as measured

by probes in the plates[1]. After detachment the temperatures measured by the plate
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Figure 1: A cross section of Alcator C-Mod, showing the equilibrium reconstruction of the magnetic
surfaces, the closed divertor, and the various views used in this study. Spatially resolved D, measurements
are made within the "top view" and "inner divertor fan". Multiple chords within the "inner" and "outer
divertor fans" have a spatial resolution of - 1 cm. A view used for Lyman series (VUV) measurements,
together with an almost identical visible view, is also shown. Probes embedded in the divertor plates are
used to measure the ion current to the plates.
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probes are ~1 eV. See Ref. [24] and references therein for detachment studies on

Alcator C-Mod.

III. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

A visible spectrum typical of those measured along the "inner nose view", ending

at the inner detached divertor above the strike point, is shown in Fig. 2. Balmer

lines from n=6,7,8... 11 -> 2 are evident. These lines are strongly Stark broadened,

indicative in this case of an electron density of 1.0-1.2x1021 m-. There is also a

change in the continuum level between A ; 370 nm and A > 395 nm. The very high-n

lines merge into the brighter continuum.

A radiative recombination edge in an isolated Do atom occurs at Acge= 36 4 .5 nm.

The extension of the higher intensity continuum to A > Aedge and the merging of the

discrete lines into the continuum are a result of the high electron density in the atoms'

environment. The high ne produces statistical plasma microfields which move very

high-n, otherwise-bound states into the continuum. It also causes Stark broadening

and causes the recombination continuum to extend to wavelengths above the 'isolated'

atom edge. These effects have been incorporated into a collisional-radiative (CR) code

describing the atomic and continuum emission in plasmas, CRAMD[20], and spectra

like those shown in Fig. 2 have been simulated in detail by the code[25].

The analyses of this spectrum and others like it including the D, lines, as well

as analyses of the Lyman series, follow the techniques detailed in Refs. [10,11]. They

will only be summarized here, in order to provide the background for extension to the

simpler concept of 'recombinations per photon' and to evaluate recombination rates

in those cases which are not optically thin.

As mentioned above, 3-body 'complete' recombination occurs dominantly by re-

combination into excited states which decay radiatively to the ground state. Thus if

3-body recombination is the only process populating the atomic excited states, mea-

surement of the total number of radiative decays to the ground state per unit time

is a direct measure of ~90% of the total recombination rate (excluding MAR)[10].

(The last ~10% of the 'complete' recombinations occur by collisional de-excitation

and by radiative recombination directly into the ground state.) Of course, the exper-

imental situation is complicated by the fact that the atomic excited states can also
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Figure 2: The higher-n DO Balmer series lines (n=11, 10, ... 6 -+ 2). The widths of the Stark broadened
lines correspond to a density of ~ 1 x 1021 m- 3 . Also shown is the radiative recombination continuum
spectrum predicted for a plasma of Te=1.0 and 1.1 eV with n,=ni = 1.2 x 1021 m-3 and AL=0.021m.
The view is along the chord shown in the inset and ends at the inner detached divertor plate.

be populated by electron impact excitation from the ground state and/or self absorp-

tion of Lyman series lines. The contributions of excitation and recombination can be

distinguished because they populate the excited levels with different scalings vs. n,
the principal quantum number. Recombination tends to populate the high-n levels

(in a Saha-Boltzmann distribution), while the excitation distribution is very heavily

weighted toward low n levels. Finding those levels which are populated primarily

by recombination is the crucial step enabling the determination of the 3-body (and

radiative) recombination rate. The procedure may be summarized as:

" determine from the spectrum which excited levels of DO are populated primarily by

recombination,

" determine ne from the Stark-broadened high-n line(s),

" use the recombinations per photon curves at Te ~1 eV with the brightnesses of

any or all of the 'recombination' lines to deduce the recombination rate within the

field-of-view.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the atomic level populations: The symbols are determined from a spectrum
measured along a chord viewing the inner, detached divertor plate from within the "inner divertor fan".
The theoretical prediction of the population densities resulting from recombination only is given by the
solid line. The prediction for population densities resulting from ground state excitation is shown with
the dashed line.

The strong difference in scaling with n is shown in Fig. 3, where recombination

and excitation population distributions are compared. Also shown are the population

densities determined from measurement of the Balmer spectrum. In order to deter-

mine the population distribution in the experimental situation, a DO spectrum like

that shown in Fig. 2, containing as many Balmer series lines as possible, is analyzed.

The line brightnesses are measured and related to the population densities by:

Nn= Bn-.247r
= An- 2 ALcold '

where the An- 2 's are the spontaneous emission coefficients and ALold is the length of

the region giving rise to the emission as measured along the instrumental line-of-sight,

the brightness is in units of photons/s/unit-area/ster, and the lines are assumed to

be optically thin. ALcld is unknown a priori in the experiment, but is determined by

finding the value which yields a good match between the Nn>6 's and the population

densities calculated for a plasma of Tcold and niod. The density where the high-n

Balmer lines are emitted and where the 3-body recombination occurs, neo2d, is deter-

mined from the Stark broadening of the high-n Balmer lines. T-od is less accurately
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determined from the change in the continuum emission around Aedge, as shown in Fig.

2.

The population distributions shown in Fig. 3 are calculated assuming no radiation

trapping using a CR model like that of Johnson and Hinnov[26], Fujimoto et al.

[27], or CRAMD. (The levels n Z 5 will be close to Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium.)

For the purposes of determining what lines in the series are populated primarily by

recombination, nothing more accurate must be done, since the scalings are so different.

Those lines (e.g. lines with nuppe, >6 in Fig. 3) are then used in the determination

of the total recombination rate, which is done in conjunction with the CR model,

since it predicts both the total recombination rate and the population densities for

any given Te and n,. The number of recombinations per photon of any desired line

is thus determined. This is the recombination analog for what Johnson and Hinnov

[26] have done in the ionizing case. The CR model in the recombining case shows a

rather weak temperature and density dependence on the number of 'recombinations

per photon' for some D' lines. An examples of this quantity for D, vs T, is shown

as the top, solid line in Fig. 4 under the assumption that the Lyman series lines are

optically thin. Here CRAMD has been used, although for this optically thin case the

CR models of Ref. [27] or Ref. [26] give essentially the same results.

IV. REABSORPTION AND TRAPPING OF LYMAN LINE EMISSION

Both the ionization and recombination rates are affected if the Lyman series pho-

tons do not escape the plasma. This is due to the fact that these photons can be

the last stage in the process of 'complete' recombination which began by recombina-

tion into excited states. Since most of the 'complete' 3-body recombinations occur by

emission of Ly, (~60%) or Lyp (~10%), any reduction in these channels due to photon

loss reduces the net recombination rate and increases the net ionization rate. After

emission, photons can be absorbed by neutral atoms in their paths. The absorption

mean-free-paths are easily calculated, and for Lya, 3, y photons are Ap=0.0018/N 0 ,

0.012/N20 , and 0.035/N20 [in m] respectively, for 1 eV atoms, where N20 is the atomic

density in units of 1020 m-3[18]. These absorbing, excited atoms can re-radiate or

suffer ionizing collisions (as well as other collisions). In the first case a photon can

continue to diffuse through the absorbers. However, in the second case a Lyman
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Figure 4: The number of recombinations per Dy photon calculated for a recombining plasma with different
magnitudes of Lyman line trapping. The Te dependence is relatively weak for Te Z ~0.8 eV in all cases.
The top solid curve is for the optically thin case, applicable for NoAL ;, 4 x 1017 m 2 . The other curves
show the effects of trapping on the recombination rates. The trapping depends on the number of absorbers
along the line of sight, NOAL. Each curve is labeled by this quantity (1.0(18) means 1.Ox 1018).

photon has been lost and no net recombination has occurred, since the 'complete' re-

combination of the original atom has resulted in an ionization of an absorbing atom.

We will use the term 'trapped' to denote those circumstances where there is a net

loss of photons due to the combined influence of absorption and collisional processes.

The term absorption will be used in its usual sense, not necessarily meaning the fi-

nal loss of a photon. Trapping and radiation transfer is a very complex problem in

which diffusion both in space and wavelength occurs. Here we wish only to define

our use of the words "trapped" and "absorption", and consider their influence on the

recombination process.

The importance of photon trapping has been considered in Refs. [26,28,18,29].

The primary effect on the ionization/recombination balance is to lower the temper-

ature at which they are equal (for fixed ne and NO). Experimental observations of

trapping of Ly6 in the JET divertor plasma have been reported[30]. The radiation

transport of Lyman series emission under tokamak-divertor-plasma conditions has

been modeled in Ref. [28,31]. The modelling problem is difficult because trapping

makes the description of the plasma non-local and non-linear. One experimental
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consequence of trapping is that the measured brightness depends on the density of

absorbers between the emitters and the instrument and is, therefore, view dependent.

Because of its importance to the determination of the amount of recombination

occurring in these Alcator C-Mod plasmas, the trapping of Ly,, has been investigated

experimentally. The brightnesses of Lyp and D, were measured by VUV and visible

instruments whose views were co-aligned along the "inner nose view". If Lyp is

optically thin, the brightnesses of these lines will be in the ratio of their spontaneous

emission coefficients [32], i.e.

Byg = BD, A 3 -1, (2)

where the brightnesses are in units of photons/s/sr/unit-area. An example of a con-

stant ratio being maintained between Ly, and D, is shown in Fig. 5(a)[33]. However,

if LyO is trapped, its brightness will decrease relative to that of Da. An example of

Lyp trapping is shown in Fig. 5(b), where at higher D, brightness, LyO falls below the

value given on the RHS of Eq. 2. As evidence that this is in no way an instrumental

effect, the time history of Ly,,, which is measured in the same spectrum as Lyp, and

which should not be trapped in these plasmas, is compared in Fig. 5(c) to the same

D, time history. Lyy tracks D, where LyO does not.

600
500 (a)

400

E 300
200 x A brightness

> 100 3-2

120- Ly
1000 (b)
800

.8 400

. 200
120
1000(C

800
600

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
t (s)

Figure 5: (a) Time histories of the Ly, brightness compared to that predicted by the D., brightness
measured with essentially the same view for a discharge where there was no trapping of Lyp. (b) Same
as (a), but where some trapping is evident. (c) The time history of Ly, for the same discharge as (b),
indicating Ly, and D. stay in a constant ratio, unlike Lyp and D..
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The systematic trend of increased trapping of LyO with increasing D, emission is

shown in Fig. 6(a). At the highest D, brightnesses, the transmission of Ly3, TLV,
- defined as of the ratio of the LHS to the RHS of Eq. 2, has decreased to ~50%.

This transmitted fraction may be used to estimate the atomic density in the emitting

region. If a LyO photon is absorbed, there is a high probability that it will not be

re-radiated, i.e. it will be trapped. (Note that this is not the case for Ly,, because

the radiative rate from n=2 is large compared to the collisional rates.) Thus from

very simple considerations, only the nearest Amfp of the emitting region will pass Ly3

photons and, for transmissions <1, the Lyo transmission is

TLy, Afp (3)

The dimension of the emitting region along the line of sight, AL, has been inferred

to be -0.02 m, as described in Sect. III, using optically thin lines and the continuum

emission around Aedge. Evaluating A J, at the minimum measured transmission of

0.5 implies that the average atomic density in the region is ~ 1 - 2 x 1020 m-3. The

absorption mean-free-paths of Ly, and Lyy, evaluated for an atomic density of 2 x 1020

-3 , are 0.001 and 0.018 m respectively. This indicates that Ly, must be absorbed

and re-emitted many times in order to escape, while Ly" should escape without ab-

sorption (consistent with the observation shown in Fig. 5(c)). In order to deal with

absorption and trapping in a more quantitative way, the CR code CRAMD has been

modified. The transport of photons is considered in a diffusive approximation which

results in the reduction of the the spontaneous emission coefficients, A,-, by a factor

of C/(1+C), where C=0.33x(Amfp/AL) 2 . (Note that these relatively simple modifi-

cations account for photon diffusion out of a uniform volume, but do not account

for diffusion through the line width profile.) The predictions of the code are in good

agreement with the conclusions of the simple argument above using Eq. 3, i.e. at

TLy,=0.5, NoAL ~ 3 x 1018 m- 2 (for 1 eV atoms in a 1 eV, 1021 m-3 plasma), TLy, ~1,

and L, is strongly trapped.

A similar experimental investigation of the trapping of Ly, cannot be done since

there is no other radiative decay branch from n=2. However, the predicted strong

trapping of Lya is consistent with the observation shown in Fig. 6(b), where the
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Figure 6: (a) The scaling of the transmitted fraction of Ly3 vs. the Da brightness. (b) The scaling of
the ratio of Ly, to D, brightnesses (measured in photons/s/cm2 /sr) vs. the D, brightness.

Ly,/D, brightness is plotted vs the D, brightness. This plot indicates probable Ly,

trapping, since the brightness ratio is decreasing faster than the Ly6 transmission.

CRAMD, modified to account for absorption and trapping, has been used to

calculate 'recombinations per photon' in those cases where Lyman series lines are

trapped. The 'recombinations per photon' curves for a number of values of NOAL

are shown in Fig. 4. The curve for NOAL = 4 x 1018 m- 2 is close to the extreme case

implied by the measurements shown in Fig. 6, i.e. for TLy. -0.5. As expected, the

values are reduced from the the optically thin case, typically by a factor of ~5. This

is due to the decrease in the net recombination rate which occurs when such a large

fraction of the Lya radiation does not escape. Note that neither the net rate nor

the 'recombinations per photon' decreases significantly beyond the NoAL = 4 x 1011

m-2 curve, since most of the Ly, emission is already trapped. As in the optically

thin case, the dependence on Te is weak above -0.8 eV, and the dependence upon

n, (not shown) is weak as well. For example, at NoAL = 8 x 1018 m- 2 and 1 eV the

'recombinations per Dy photon' decreases by 23% if the electron density decreases

from 1 to 0.5 x10 21 m-3 .

V. RECOMBINATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The analysis techniques developed in Sections III and IV have been applied to

estimate the ion sink due to 3-body and radiative recombination in Alcator C-Mod.

The importance of this sink has been evaluated by comparing it to the rate at which

ions are lost to the divertor plates, as measured by sets of probes embedded in them[1].

The spatial distribution and magnitude of the recombination have been measured

using the spatially resolved views in the "inner and outer divertor fans" which view the

strike points. After finding those lines whose upper levels are populated primarily by

recombination, the recombination rate within each field-of-view has been found from

the 'recombination per photon' curves. The magnitude of the trapping will determine

which 'recombination per photon' curve is appropriate. This can be estimated based

on the scaling shown in Fig. 6(a). The maximum D, brightness at this time was

~ 8 x 104pLW/cm2 /ster (along a chord viewing the inner strike point). DO brightnesses

along the outer divertor views were typically a factor of 5 lower than those of the

inner divertor, and it is therefore likely that both Ly, and Ly, are strongly trapped

along the inner divertor views and at least Ly, is trapped for the outer views. Thus

the 'recombinations per photon' curves corresponding to NOAL = 8 x 1018 m- 2 were

used conservatively for both. The spatial distribution of recombination is shown in

Fig. 7 at a time when the plasma was detached from the inner divertor plate, but was

attached at the outer plate.

As seen in Fig. 7, the deduced recombination rates, are peaked for chords viewing

near the strike points on the respective plates. Radial profiles of D, emission from

the "top divertor view" show that most of the emission from the divertor is from the

region close to the inner divertor. For this reason, it is assumed that the emission

measured by the chords in the "inner divertor fan" is coming from close to the inner

divertor, and is therefore a measure of the recombination rate at the inner divertor.

The spatially integrated recombination rate in the detached region in front of the

inner divertor plate is ~60% of the total ion current to the inner plate (~ 1 x 1022 S-1)

and is thus a significant fraction (~40%) of the total ion sink. The recombination

rate at the inner divertor is peaked near the inner strike point, and drops sharply

below it. This also implies that the recombination is occurring near the plate. At

other times, the recombination at the inner plate is observed to move away from the

strike point, up toward or beyond the inner divertor nose
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Figure 7: The recombination rate per unit area determined for different viewed areas of the inner and

outer divertor plates. The bars on the inner divertor profile are derived from Balmer series spectra, while

the smooth profile uses the Da array measurements. At this time the inner divertor plate is detached,
while the outer is not. Also shown are the viewing chords, the LCFS, and the strike points.

For the attached outer plate, the ion loss to the plate is ~ 4 x 1022 s 1 , half of

which is collected below the outer "nose". The recombination rate occurring within

the viewed region (~ 7 x 1020 s-) is small in comparison. In this case the rate is also

peaked near the strike point. The points to be stressed by this example are:

. The recombination as a fraction of the total ion sink is much greater for the case

where the divertor is detached.

" Under detached conditions that fraction can be large.

In order to examine the recombination rate under dynamic conditions, the time

histories of the recombination rate at the inner detached plate and the ion current

to that plate for another discharge have been evaluated and are shown in Fig. 8.

The "inner divertor view" fan was used for the spectroscopic measurements, and

the 'recombinations per photon' curve corresponding to the strongly trapped case

was used, since this was implied by the magnitude of the D, brightnesses. It is

evident from the comparisons shown in Figs. 8(b) and (c) that the recombination

sink can be greater than the ion current sink even under conditions when Ly, and

Ly6 are trapped. During this discharge there are four distinct periods of H-mode core
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Figure 8: Time histories of (a) main plasma density with designations for those time periods when there
is H-mode core confinement, (b) the total ion current to the detached inner divertor plate, and (c) the
recombination rate at the inner plate, evaluated using the recombination-per-photon formalism, assuming
Ly,,o are trapped.
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confinement. They are separated by short periods of L-mode core confinement. The

recombination sink is strongly modulated by the core confinement mode, probably

as a result of changing edge conditions away from the divertor. The ion current

is much less well correlated to the confinement mode, but generally behaves in the

same way, i.e. the ion sinks decrease at the L-H transition and increase at the H-

L transition. Even though the recombination rate decreases at the L-H transition,
during H-Mode it can be approximately the same magnitude as the ion current, as

seen during the third H-mode period. In addition, the large variations in magnitude

of both the recombination sink and the total ion sink imply that the ionization source

is changing.

The measured magnitude of the recombination is in rough agreement with that

predicted for detached Alcator C-Mod discharges as modelled by the 2-D plasma

code UEDGE[34] coupled to a 2-D Navier-Stokes neutral code[35]. UEDGE predicts

a recombination sink that is ~0.3 of the ionization source. However, these UEDGE

predictions do not account for radiation trapping. Regarding the spatial distribution

of the recombination, the UEDGE modelling shows that the recombination is peaked

in the regions just above the strike points, in qualitative agreement with the experi-

ment, but does not exhibit the wide variety of distributions seen in the experiment.

VI. MOLECULAR ACTIVATED RECOMBINATION

Experimental investigations seeking to identify and measure MAR in tokamak

divertors are of interest because MAR has been predicted to be an important path-

way for volume recombination[8]. We have modelled measured Lyman series spectra

emitted from a relatively low density discharge for which the inner divertor was de-

tached. If the modelling does not include MAR effects, the model predictions do not

agree with the measurements within the experimental uncertainties. When MAR is

included there is much better agreement with the experiment. This is strong evidence

that MAR is occurring in the divertor.

The measurements of the Lyman series lines (Ly, through Lye) were made along

the "inner nose view". Both the Lyp and D, brightnesses were quite low, and Lyp was

not trapped. The measured spectra show the Lyman series lines in intensity ratios of

433 (Lye) to 40 (Lye) to 7.4 (Ly,) to 2.1 (Ly6 ) to 1 (Lye).
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Figure 9: The ratios of the modelled and measured brightnesses of the Lyman series lines for two cases:
(a) the best fit in the case in which MAR was not included in the model, and (b) the best fit when MAR
was included. The bars give the relative contributions of 3-body recombination (light shade), excitation
(medium shade), and MAR (dark shade) to populating these lines.

In an initial attempt to model these intensity ratios, it was assumed that the

emission was from a single isothermal region. As in the Balmer series spectra, the

ratios for the n > 5 transitions are easily modelled as coming from a 'cold' (Told ~1

eV) region where 3-body recombination populates the upper levels. (This is obtained

for n-*d = 3.8 x 1020 m-3, and ALcold=0.02 m.) However, a recombining spectrum

cannot account for the Lya,p,, emission which is much greater than predicted by

recombination alone. To raise the predicted LyO brightness to that measured by

modelling excitation from this 'cold' plasma requires an atomic density ~80 times

greater than ncold. As a result, a hotter (~2-5 eV) emission region within the field-of-

view has also been postulated. Using CRAMD and including possible trapping effects

(within the constraint that LyO was not trapped), the spectrum has been modelled

considering emission by excitation and 3-body recombination from two such regions.

The best fit to the measurements under this two region assumption is shown in Fig.

9(a). The relative contributions for excitation and 3-body recombination are shown

as well. (For this case nold was taken to be 4.0 x 1020 m-3 which over predicts the Ly,,

intensities in order to maximize the quality the overall fit. The parameters for the

'hot' region for this fit were To*=4 eV, Notx n* = 0.13 x 1040 m-6 , and ALho=0.02
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m.) It is clear that predictions considering excitation and 3-body recombination alone

over predict the Lya, Ly6 , and Ly, intensities relative to those for Lyo and Ly.,. They

do so to an extent outside the experimental uncertainties for the line ratios.

Inclusion of MAR in the model considerably improves the agreement between the

model predictions and the measurements, as is shown in Fig. 9(b). MAR leaves atoms

in the n=2-4 excited states, and therefore makes up for the deficits in the Ly and

Ly). intensities predicted without it. CRAMD calculates the distribution among the

excited states resulting from MAR[20] and accounts for any Ly, trapping. Only the

molecular density, ND2 , need be specified, and the contributions of MAR to all of the

levels are determined. MAR will be significant only in the 'cold' region. Taking the

conditions for the cold region similar to those used for the fit of Fig. 9(a), and including

the contributions to the levels populations due to MAR with ND2 = 0.05 x n., still

requires some contribution to Ly, and Lyo from a hot region. (Nhot x hot = 0.11 x 1040

m- 6.) The relative contributions from each process are shown in the figure. Under

these conditions the recombination rate due to MAR is ~1.5 times the rate due to

3-body and radiative recombination. To compare the recombination sink with the

measured ion current to the inner divertor plate, we assume the emission is uniform

throughout a toroidally symmetric divertor volume of 0.02 m radial width and 0.1 m

height and calculate the total recombination rate to be ~2.7x 1021 s-. The measured

ion current to the inner plate at this time is ~ 5 x 1021 S-1, and the total predicted

ionization rate from the hot region, which must supply these sinks, is calculated to

be ~ 1 x 1022 s-1. Thus the plasma sources and sinks are approximately consistent.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Temperatures and densities in Alcator C-Mod detached divertor plasmas are mea-

sured to be -1 eV and ; 1.5x 1021 m-3 . Under these conditions volume recombination

is a significant sink for ions and is in some instances a greater sink for ions than ion

flow to the plate. This has been measured by examining Balmer series spectra and

finding lines whose intensities are related to the 3-body recombination rate. This

relationship has been expressed in the 'recombinations per photon' curves which are

rather weak functions of Te (above ~ 0.8 eV) and n,.

The recombination rates in these low temperature conditions are dependent on

the absorption and trapping of the Lyman lines, primarily LyQ. It is shown that
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Ly, is strongly trapped in most cases in C-Mod in the recombination regions. This

reduces the 3-body recombination rates by up to a factor of ~5.

The magnitude of the recombination rate is found to be greater when the plasma

is detached. Examination of the magnitude and time histories of the ion sinks (flow

to the plates and volume recombination) shows that both the recombination and the

total sink are changed by the confinement mode of the core plasma.

Evidence for MAR is based on modelling of Lyman series spectra. The inferred

recombination rate from this process is roughly the same magnitude as the 3-body

recombination rate.
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